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クリエイティブコモンズ エキスパート・ カンパニー ・ 代表[4] About Television presenter Yumi Takigawa will explore self expression in the spotlight of Japanese brand and clothing label Le Coq Sportif's first 'Self-Expression Japan Express' campaign using a range of products, styles and concepts which will be shown on television over the course of three series with the latest
episode airing on Japanese television on April 10. Content Le Coq Sportif has teamed up with Japanese actress and singer Yumi Takigawa (also known as [5]) and her fashion agency Ideal Woman to explore self expression with young women and is inviting them to set up their own brand identity. The campaign kicks off at the start of April on Japanese
television and will continue throughout the year. Yumi will use a range of products and clothing from Le Coq Sportif, including the latest pre-spring 2010 collection, to show how women with varied personalities and professions can express themselves through their choice of clothing. As well as being used in advertisements, the products will also be
displayed on a specially created live website. JAPAN EXPRESS PRESENTS YUMI TAKIGAWA - UNBIRTH www.teeksoft.com/blog-post/2018/02/13/yumi-takigawa-unbirth/ yumi takigawa, 製品・サービス スタッフ 深井智澄 Yumi Takigawa is a Japanese singer who performs under the stage name of Yumi TAKIGAWA (深井智澄). She is also a former member of the Japanese
pop group The SKE48 Team S (SKET). Her debut solo single "Kizudarake no Uta" was released in December 2010. Yumi Takigawa released her first major-label solo single “Arigatou to Shiranai” in April, 2014 and debuted her first solo album 1:1:1 on April, 2015. Unbirth is her first official solo live concert. The event is scheduled for July 11, 2018 at the
Yokohama Minato Mirai Twin Tower Hall from 17:00 to 20:00. We hope you can take this chance to
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